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Abstract: An integrated approach of mining association rules and meta-rules 

based on a hyper-structure is put forward. In this approach, time serial 

databases are partitioned according to time segments, and the total number of 

scanning database is only twice. In the first time, a set of 1-frequent itemsets 

and its projection database are formed at every partition. Then every projected 

database is scanned to construct a hyper-structure. Through mining the 

hyper-structure, various rules, for example, global association rules, meta-rules, 

stable association rules and trend rules etc. can be obtained. Compared with 

existing algorithms for mining association rule, our approach can mine and 

obtain more useful rules. Compared with existing algorithms for meta-mining 

or change mining, our approach has higher efficiency. The experimental results 

show that our approach is very promising. 

1  Introduction  

Mining association rules is one of the important issues of data mining, and the key of 
mining association rules is mining frequent patterns. Now Apriori[1] and its enhanced 
algorithm, FP-growth[2] and CT-ITL[3] algorithm are some important ones on 
frequent pattern mining in the world. Those algorithms aim at methods and efficiency 
on mining association rules, but they only fit for mining strong association rules with 
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average support in total. However, the strength of some association rules may change 
over time. To mining the association rules at changing data sets, some incremental 
updating algorithm for mining association rule [4] are put forward, but these 
algorithms mine still rules which are average support and confidence more than or 
equal to appointed threshold at whole, so they can not use to mine rules which are 
change over time and predict. 

Researchers have put forward some changing mining algorithms [5-9]. Ref. [5] is 
concerned with a basic framework for mining change from rule sets. To find whether 
a set of association rules discovered in a time period is applicable in other time 
periods was discussed in [7]. An approach to find a decision tree change between two 
time periods was proposed in [6]. Ref. [9] is concerned with meta-mining. The 
method of mining changes in association rules using fuzzy decision trees was put 
forward in [8]. In these algorithms, only the algorithms that were mentioned in 
[5][7][8][9] can be used to mining change of association rule. However, these 
algorithms only consider the mining change of association rule based on rule sets that 
have been mined by some of algorithms for mining association rule, so they do not 
consider the integrated efficiency for the whole mining process.   

This paper presents an integrated approach of mining association rules and 
meta-rules based on a hyper-structure, this approach is evidently different from the 
above mentioned algorithm. With this approach, we can mine various association 
rules and meta-rules, for example, stable association rules, trend association rules, etc. 
In this paper, a classification approach, based on neural network, to classify 
association rule sets is discussed and the corresponding experiment is performed.  

2  Constructing Hyper-Structure 

In this section, Hyper-Structure is constructed. We first define the problem of 
1-frequent itemset projected database. 

Definition 1 Let  be a set of all item in transaction database that 

there are transactions, is the transaction itemsets of the -th 

transaction, ,i.e., ,where . denotes 

that the set contains n items. The number of transactions in containing itemset  
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3.1  Structure of Hyper-Structure Head Table 

The hyper-structure head table contains two fields: item number field and pointer field. 
The pointer in pointer field points to a hash chain structure with the same number of 
items. The hyper-structure head table is created dynamically. The hyper-structure is 
illustrated in Fig.1.  

Fig.1. Hyper-structure 

3.2  Chain Address Function 

The hash function of the item (where is the item number) in 1-frequent itemsets 
is given below: 
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Let be a set of the item number in itemset . The 
hash function of the multi-item itemsets is given below:  
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If , then ,otherwise ;Bi∈ izi = 0=iz p′ is the sum of the adjusted pattern of the 

multi-itemsets. 
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3.3  Chain Address Structure 

The node structure of the heat table and the chain table of 1-frequent itemsets is 
illustrated in Fig.2 and Fig.3 respectively. 

The chain address is produced according to formula (1) in Fig.2. The pointer points 
to the node structure of chain table.  

Chain address pointer 

Fig. 2.The node structure of head table  

Sup1 … Supn

Fig. 3. The node structure of chain table 

The node structure of head table of multi-itemsets is shown in Fig.4 and the node 
structure of the chain table of the multi-itemsets is shown in Fig.5: 

Sup1 … Supn X pointer 

Fig 5. The node structure of chain table 

Chain address pointer 

Fig. 4 The node structure of head table 

The chain address is obtained from formula (2) in Fig.4 ,Here, “pointer” points to 
its chain table node;“ ”is used to record the count of itemsets which appears 
in ;The pointer points to the next chain table node in Fig.5.  
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3.4  The Algorithm of Constructing Hyper-Structure 

Algorithm 1: the algorithm of constructing the hyper-structure 
Input: A transaction database  0D

Output: Hyper-structure 
Method: 

1. scan transaction database to obtain the set of 1-frequent item and its projected 
database and maximal projected item

0D

)( XMax , and partition the projected database 
of into according to time period ; A 0D A

n
AA DDD ,,, 21 L nttt ,,, 21 L

2. construct the head table of hyper-structure from 1-item to )( XMax ; 
3. construct 1-frequent item hash chain; 
4. for (i=1; n;i++)  { 
j=1; 

do while  the scan for projected database is unfinished A
iD

  {forall  join the item in item number set of to generate itemset do { B jA X
     calculate value of for ; ),,,( 21 nqqqh ′L X

     locate address of in),,,( 21 nqqqh ′L X -item hash chain; 



if  there has not been in corresponding address chain table in X

X -item hash chain according to the value of  then  ),,,( 21 nqqqh ′L

{save to there and  ;} X 1=isup

else { ;}} 1+= ii supsup

j=j+1;} 

4  Association Rule and Meta-Rule Mining 

The association rule mining problem can be decomposed into two subproblems 
(Agrawal et al., 1993), That is, Finding all frequent itemsets and using the frequent 
itemsets to generate the desired rules. The meta-rules mining problem is to find the 
change of the association rule over time. So the main mission of mining association 
rules and meta-rule is mining frequent itemsets. Having got a frequent itemset, we can 
further obtain all its subsets, and form the corresponding rule set. To mine the 
association rules and meta-rules from the hyper-structure, the association rule and the 
meta rule are defined below:  

Definition 2. An association rule r is denoted by“  with caveat c ”, where 
and ,and , c is support and confidence. 
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Definition 3. Let supmin_ be a minimum support threshold, be a minimum 
confidence threshold, if rule r satisfies both and 

, then r is called strong rule.  denotes the set of 
rule r. 
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Lemma 1: if itemsets is global frequent, then it is frequent at least in one 
segment （ ）. 

X
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When mining the meta-rule, we consider only the rules which are global frequent 
and are frequent in one time segment, According to Lemma 1 the meta-rule is defined 
in the following: 

Definition 4. Let the support and confidence of rule from datasets 
be and respectively, if 
and ,then the support meta-rule from 

is given below: 
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And the confidence meta-rule from  is given below: cm nDDD ,,, 21 L

},,,{: 2121 nconfconfconfXX L⇒ . 

Lemma 2: all subsets of the frequent itemsets that appear in n-itemsets hash chain 
must also appear in corresponding 1-itemsets to (n-1)-itemsets hash chain. 

Apriori property: all nonempty subsets of a frequent itemset must also be frequent. 
According to above definition and lemma and property, the algorithm for mining 

association rules and meta-rules is given in the following:  
Algorithm 2: the algorithm for mining association rules and meta-rules 
Input: hyper-structure; dataset and dataset ; support threshold 

 and confidence threshold 
0D nDDD ,,, 21 L

isupmin_ ),,1,0( ni L= iconfmin_ ),,1,0( ni L=  

Output: association rules and meta-rules 
Method:  
Association rule set ;support meta-rule set ;confidence meta-rule 
set ; 

φ=R φ=sM

φ=cM

For (i=2;n;i++) { 
  The pointer points to the first address of i-items hash chain; 
  Do while to search i-item hash chain is unfinished { 

Search the chain table node at the address and obtain itemset and 
and ; 

X
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  If i>2  then { 
       Forall  the subsets and of  the itemset do { )1( −iX )2( −iX X

           Forall the itemsets , , and to satisfy definition 2 are 

regarded as antecedent and consequent for forming association rules do 
{ 

)1( −iX )2( −iX )2( −iX )2( −iX

Obtain the of antecedent and consequent of association 
rule respectively; 

)n,,,j(sup j L10=

          Calculate  according to ; ),,1,0( njconf j L= ),,1,0(sup njj L=

          If then add the rule toconfconf min_0 ≥ R and add support meta-rule 
 to set and add confidence meta-rule 

 to set ;}}} 
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  else { 

search and obtain the corresponding  of two item of ; )n,,,j(supj L10= X



 Calculate  according to ; )n,,,j(confj L10= )n,,,j(supj L10=

If then add the rule to rule sets and add support 
meta-rule to meta-rule set and add confidence 
meta-rule  to meta-rule set ;}} 

confconf min_0 ≥
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 else {stop mining}} 

5  Analysis of the Change Trend of Association Rules Using 
Meta-Rules 

The types of change trend of association rules can be divided into several cases in the 
following: 

Stable rules: These rules do not change a great deal over time. Stable rules are 
more reliable and can be trusted.  

Trend rules: These rules indicate some underlying systematic trends. 
Irregular or random movements: These characterize the sporadic motion of time 

series due to random or chance events.  
Cyclic movement or cyclic variation: These refer to the cycles, that is, the 

long-term oscillations about a trend line or curve, which may or may not be periodic.  
Seasonal movements or seasonal variations: These movements are due to events 

that recur annually.  
In this paper, only forefront three types are considered.  
Apparently, if the meta-rules are directly analyzed using the trend analysis method, 

each rule will be scanned and calculated repeatedly. It is necessary to first classify the 
meta-rules in order to improve the analysis efficiency. That is, the meta-rules are 
classified into several classes which donate a change trend of association rules. For 
example, the association degree is stable or decreased or increased over time, etc. 
Then each class meta-rules are respectively analyzed on demand. There are many 
existing classification methods, for example, the SVM method, neural network 
method, C4.5 algorithm, Bayesian classification, etc. Next we are going to discuss 
classification method for meta-rules using BP neural network. 

Before using neural network for classification, some training samples need to be 
obtained. These samples should be formed according to the following cases: 

1) The association degree of rule sets is stable movement over time, its output 
is . 1y



2) The association degree of rule sets is increased over time, its output is . 2y

3) The association degree of rule sets is decreased over time, its output is . 3y

4) The association degree of rule sets is random movements over time, its 
output is . 4y

First, the BP network is trained by sample data sets to obtain its weight, and then 
trained BP network is applied to corresponding classification work. In the process of 
mining the meta-rule, the meta-rule which has already mined from hyper-structures 
will be imported into the BP network defined before so that the classified association 
rules can be obtained.  

Generally speaking, after classification the usability of association rules is 
improved considerably, and they can be further analyzed expediently.  

6  Experimental Result 

In our experiments，the dataset is from a supermarket transaction database from 
October 1 in 1996 to May 31 in 1997, its original size is 50.6M, its worked size is 
11.6M , and let it be , there are 47536 transactions in . We partition into 

according to time period from t
0D 0D 0D

4321 ,,, DDDD 1 to t4, and the partitioned result is 

shown in Table 3. 
Table 3. Partitioned result 

Sub-database D1 D2 D3 D4

Time period t1（96.10-96.11）t2（96.12-97.01）t3（97.02-97.03）t4（97.04-97.05） 
The number 

of transaction 10918 10456 13801 12361 

By setting minimum support to 0.04% and minimum confidence to 50%, the 
association rule set R0 and corresponding meta-rule set and are discovered in the 

hyper-structure that is constructed through scanning the sub-databaseD

sM cM

1, D2, D3, D4 

respectively. There are 25 entry association rules in R0. There are 25 entry support 
meta-rules and 25 entry confidence meta-rules in and respectively. The 

classified result of the support meta-rule set is showed in Table 4. The classified result 
of the confidence meta-rule set is omitted. 

sM cM

Table 4. Classified result 

Type of rules Stable Increased Decreased Random 
Number of rules 3 0 3 19 



By observing the classified result we can discover that classified result is correct. 
The supports of 3 entries “Stable” rules are all more than support threshold from t1 to 
t4 and support change is little. The support of 3 entries “Decreased” rule falls 
gradually from t1 to t3, and the rules are perished in t4. In “Random” column, except 1 
entry rule appears both t1 and t3, the rest only appear in one time period. So the 
association rules obtained from R0 is not all usable and trend analysis is necessary. 
Experimental result indicates that the usability of association rules obtained by our 
approach is improved considerably. 

7  Discussion 

Existing algorithm for mining association rule [1-4] can only mine strong association 
rules with average support and confidence in total. Our approach is distinctly different 
from above mentioned algorithm, as not only it can mine strong association rules with 
average support and confidence in total, but also can mine more various association 
rules. Experimental result appears that our approach can mine the association rules 
that have better usability. 

Compared with existing algorithm of meta-mining or change mining [8-9], our 
approach has higher efficiency. In existing algorithms of meta-mining or change 
mining, first the data sets are partitioned into several subset according to time 
segments, and then each subset is mined by existing algorithm for mining association 
rule to gain association rule sets, finally, the meta-rule sets or trend rules are mined 
from association rule sets. With the approach proposed in this paper, global strong 
rule sets, meta-rule sets and the classification of the meta-rule sets can be obtained by 
scanning database only twice, so our approach has lower I/O spending than above 
mentioned algorithm.  

In addition, our algorithm will generate less numbers of 2-itemsets than Apriori 
algorithm, because the 2-itemsets is generated by linking all 1-frequent item in 
Apriori algorithm. However, in our algorithm, the 2-itemsets is generated by linking 
1-frequent item in intersection between 1-frequent itemset and each transaction. In 
our algorithm, the confidence of association rule can be calculated by obtaining the 
count of corresponding itemsets from the hyper-structure directly. 



8  Conclusion 

In this paper, we put forward an integrated approach for mining association rules and 
meta-rules. With the approach, the association rules and meta-rules can be mined for 
time serial database effectively, Not only has it high efficiency, but also has more 
powerful mining capability, It has some distinct advantages compared with existing 
algorithms. A formalized expression of meta-rules for time serial databases is given, 
thus meta-rules can be denoted and processed expediently, this offer a new pass for 
expression or re-mining of meta-rules. 
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